Abstract
The OSI model's purpose is to allow the communication between the computers under any platform with each other until both follows the OSI standards. (Day & Zimmermann, 1983) In the OSI references model there are seven layers, each layers has its own working principle and functionality. These layers are solitary but arranged in the sequences to each other to have a proper flow of communication functionality among them. These layers are collectively known as OSI layers. (Day & Zimmermann, 1983 :p.1338 If we analyze the OSI system architecture, they will be three concept levels which are clearly stated; The OSI reference model, OSI service specifications and OSI protocol specifications (Day & Zimmermann, 1983 ). The OSI service specification is accountable for particular services between the system and user in a particular layer. The OSI protocol specification is accountable for particular type of protocol existing against particular communication services (See fig 2. 2). So it is clearly identified the combination of these two specification become OSI architecture. (Day & Zimmermann, 1983 :p.1335 It is registered trademark that the OSI references model composed of seven layers and each one of the layer have different functionality, services and protocol to achieve their task. In the OSI system architecture anomaly lowest layer's functions are effectively separated from functions of higher layers (Held, 2000) . Identically the information hiding design principle; the lower layers are agitated with significant levels of details, upper layer are individualistic about these details. Within layers, services are presented to the succeeding higher layer and protocol are presented to the peer layer in the other system (Stallings, 2005) . Consequently we may say that the any alteration exist in any layer-N, then it may influence only on its lowest layers N-1. These alteration does not affect the higher layer N+1 due to isolation from lower layers. (See fig 2. 3) Fig 2. 3: Architecture of OSI Framework (Ahamad & Habib, 2010:p.5) .
TECHNOLOGY USED
Networking concepts and technologies are complicated to explain, even with proper example and detailed description. The method to make an audience to clearly understand the networking concept is to create a network environment, where an audience can experience how the concept works by utilizing a software tools which will simulates the functions in the networking domain. This approach of using simulation to demonstrate the concepts of networking domains are highly recommended. It enable the virtual environment of certain features such as network modeling based on particular criteria and analyzing its impact on different case scenarios.
OPNET modeler 14.5 education version enable a virtual network environment to analyzing, modelling and forecast the behavior of IT infrastructures, which includes the server, application and networking technologies. By implementing the network environment in simulator IT administrator can easily diagnose the complicated problems, evaluate the changes before implementation (Portnoi & Martin, 2007) .
OPNET enables several modules which includes the response of protocols in networks, features of network hardware elements. The configuration and outcome of result for network elements are closer to real time network environment. The graphical configuration and the graphical representation of the result outcomes are the added features acquired by OPNET simulator (Salah & Alkhoraidly, 2006) .
Research Design and Methodology
The following methodology was applied to analyze the security domain of the enterprises networks. It is also essential to understand the important topics below and how they relate to each other . The network parameters investigated are as follows: i. Virtual Private Network (VPN) ii. Firewall iii Extracting the simulation result on different scenarios.
VPN-Virtual Private Network
The term VPN is described as network communication which utilize the combination of other technologies to establish the secured connection via untrusted network. The data transmission is done as if it were forwarding via private network.
The data transmission is executed by means of tunneling process. Before the transmission of the packets, it is wrapped i.e. encapsulated into a new packet and add new header information. The routing information is provided by this added header, so the packet is traverse a shared communication network before get into tunnel end point. This logical pathway of the encapsulated packet is known as tunnelThe data confidentiality is achieved in VPN by the encryption process. The most commonly used tunneling protocol in the VPN is IPSEC (Internet Protocol Security).The IPsec use two security protocols; Authentication header (AH), Encapsulated Security Payload (ESP) in order to provide the authentication, encryption and integrity of data (Frankel et al., 2005) .
Authentication header:
This protocol ensures the packets integrity, authentication of source. The information which is added to the packets includes the data hash, sequence number etc., information of source verification details to ensure the data integrity (Hooper, 2012) . 
Encapsulated security payload (ESP):
In addition of authentication of source and data integrity, it also ensure the confidentiality of data. Data privacy is achieved by the usage of symmetric encryption algorithm, specifically 3DES. These algorithm should be identical in the both end (Hooper, 2012) . There are two modes operation which is supported by each security protocols. There are tunnel mode and transport mode (Frankel et al., 2005) .
Tunnel mode:
It is end to end connection in which the packet entirely is protected. The original packet is wrapped into the new packet and AH, ESP are added to this new packet. This new packet is forwarded to tunnel end point. In the tunnel end point new IP headers are decrypted and the original packet is forwarded to the targeted destination in the network. In this mode the encryption and authentication is done to the data but not on the IP header information. The AH and ESP headers are implemented on the data of the original packet. So, added overhead is less as compare to tunnel mode. But the attackers can easily execute the traffic analysis because the header information is not encrypted. So that this mode mostly used in the host to host connection establishment. 
FIREWALL
A firewall is the barrier to perform the network isolation and decides the direction and permission of the traffic to pass through. The firewall result in the tighter and complex
Firewall types:
The administrator need to decide which firewall types is suitable for the existing network architecture (INL, 2006) . The firewall categories are as Packet filter firewall, Application level gateway, Circuit level gate way and Stateful inspection firewall. (Stalling, 2013) 
SCENARIOS
In the simulation there are three scenario designed as follows: a) General network design scenario: where the default mode of network parameters setting and configurations are used. b) Firewall network design scenario: Where well approached security deployment with existences security modules are used. But this approach of security deployment will impact in losing connection establishing ability between the client and server architecture for the particular applications in the networks. c) VPN-Firewall network design scenario: Where the intelligent approaches of security deployment by security professionals to establish the customized solution of networks to provide the connection and resources availability to the particular and authorized users in the proper manner i.e. secure and fulfill the need of network architecture requirements are applied.
OBJECT MODULES
The object models that are configured in the network scenario's topology are given below in table 1. 
OBJECT MODELLING
The parameters are configured as per the requirement of the given task. In the application configuration, object attributes are configured to support default application services (Database access, Email, FTP, HTTP, VOIP, and Video Conferencing). In the profile configuration is set it attributes to support the configured three applications in the server i.e. Database, HTTP and Email. Finally the attributes of client, server, router and firewall is configured as supportive to our requirements. 2. The rest of the user's such as CLIENT 1, CLIENT 2, CLIENT 3 and CLIENT 4 are denied access to the Database and HTTP services but permitted to access the E-mail services.
The main objective of this paper is to show the dominant role of the analysis practice to ensure the security of the enterprises network. So to achieve the effective analysis the data collection techniques should be in detailed manner.
Results and Discussion

RESULT AND ANALYSIS
The result of each scenario are analyzed below.
General network design scenario
It uses the default mode of network parameters setting and configurations. In this scenario all the work station can access the HTTP and E-mail services from the application server as shown in figures. At the same time all the users have the unrestricted access to the Database services as shown in fig 4.3 and fig 4. 4. It will impact in the vulnerable attacks in the form of any client users. We can analysis this impact by the simulation result of this scenario as given in the following figures. 
Firewall network design scenario
It uses the well approached security deployment with existences security modules. But this approaches of security deployment will impact in losing connection establishing ability between the client and server architecture for the particular applications in the networks. In this scenario Database and HTTP services are denied in firewall across the networks. As an impact of this security configuration NETWORK ADMIN 1 and NETWORK ADMIN 2 can access the E-mail services at the same time there loss the access to Database and HTTP services. This security implementation measures fulfill only one of our requirement i.e. access to E-mail services, but the other requirement such as access to Database and HTTP services are denied. Presently none of the users in the network can access Database and HTTP services after the implementation of this security policy in the Enterprises network. It is analyzed by the simulation results in given fig 4.7 and fig 4. 8. 
VPN-Firewall network design scenario
It uses the intelligent approaches of security deployment by security professionals to establish the customized solution of networks to provide the connection and resources availability to the particular and authorized users in the proper manner i.e. secure and fulfill the need of network architecture requirements.
In this scenario NETWORK ADMN 1 and NETWORK ADMIN 2 can access the Database, HTTP and E-mail services. At the same time CLIENT 1, CLIENT 2, CLIENT 3 and CLIENT 4 are denied to access the Database, HTTP services and permitted to access E-mail services. In this security policy all requirement mentioned in the task assignment are fulfilled. It is analyzed by the simulation results in the following fig 4.10, fig 4.11 and fig 4. 12. 
COMPARISON OF RESULTS
In this section of paper we can analyze the impact of the security deployment in the enterprises network architecture. After the successful implementation of the security solutions to the existing enterprises network, it ensures the secure network environment but it will affect the performances of the network i.e. changes in the delay factors in the network traffics. It is analyzed in the simulation result given it the below figures. The VPN is the effective solution to establish the secure communication but it will impact enterprise networks to experience slower response time in the network services such as TCP, http, e-mail, and database inquires. This is analyzed by the simulation result in the given figures. This decrease in the network performance is due to the process of encryption and adding the authentication header for the packets in the network. In fig 4. 14 we compared the DATABASE entry response time of general network scenario and VPN firewall scenario. From the fig 5. 14 it is clear the DATABASE entry response time is high with VPN firewall scenario as compared to general network scenario. The DATABASE entry response time value is found to be 0.193264 for general network scenario while VPN firewall network scenario is 2.72216 sec. In fig 4. 18 we compared the TCP delay of general network scenario, firewall network scenario and VPN firewall scenario. From the fig 4. 18 it is clear the TCP delay is high with VPN firewall scenario compared to general network scenario and firewall network scenario. TCP delay value for general network scenario is 0.31632 sec, 0.927719 sec for firewall network scenario while VPN firewall network scenario is 1.77422 sec. 19 it is clear the TCP segment delay is high with VPN firewall scenario as compared to general network scenario and firewall network scenario. TCP segment delay value is found to be 0.106895 sec for general network scenario is, but firewall network scenario is 0.110819 sec and VPN firewall network scenario is 0.767215 sec.
In this section we implemented three scenarios namely general network design scenario (without firewall), firewall network design scenario and firewall_vpn network design scenario.
It is analyzed that after implementing the firewall even the authorized user are denied an access to the deserved application services. On other hand when using the VPN and firewall the security of the network reaches high level and we experiences reasonable decrease in the network performance, which was due to the process of encryption and addition of authentication headers in the packets.
Conclusion
The main objectives of this paper was to explore the vulnerabilities in the network and perform in-depth analysis of various attacks against security and solutions of security. Security of the enterprise network is not dependant on the particular product or brand such as firewall, operating system or other security applications. The precise configuration of firewall, changing the password at regular interval of time, updating the security application software such as antivirus on regular basis etc. all these are the elements to implement the fabulous security practices. Deficiencies in the design of the security product can be solved by the good practices. It is better to use the network services with no security devices instead of security devices with incorrect configurations. There is familiar quote related to security domain i.e. "The system which is said to be secure is one that is switched off, cast in a concrete block and sealed inside the lead lined room with armed guards and even then I have my doubts" ( Dewdney, 1989) .
As the result of the analysis has shown in the first scenario, in which no existence of any security implementation and configuration of parameters of network in default mode would permit the unauthorized user access to the resources in the networks. In the second scenario configuring the firewall to deny the particular services denies the authorized user access such as NETWORK ADMIN 1 and 2. In third scenario it is clear the security deployment would sometimes affect the network performance and introduce the delay factors in the network environment. The final line is that a network cannot be implement in the 100% secured mode. The practice of analysis would help to sort the presences of vulnerabilities in enterprise networks. The practice of analysis would also be a strong baseline to design a better security implementation plan.
